This paper investigates the condition ensuring the exponential stability of solutions for the following higher order abstract Cauchy problem
Ž .
Ž . in E. This paper is concerned with the following Cauchy problem for *This work was supported by the National NSF of China, the ABSF of Yunnan Province, and the SF of CNMIC.
higher order linear differential equations x. well-posed cf. 11, 12 , and showed as a consequence that the propagators Ä are exponentially stable if for some ␦ ) 0, P is invertible in g C; y1 y1
4 Re ) y␦ with P , P A uniformly bounded in this half plane. 1 Ž . w x These results are also generalized to ACP in 8 . Motivated by the idea n w x in 9 , we now investigate the condition ensuring the exponential stability Ž . of every single solution for ACP in Banach spaces. It turns out to be a n 5 y1 5 Ä concise condition only requiring the boundedness of P in g C; 4 Ž . Re ) y␦ see Theorem 2.3 . We then apply this theorem to a class of complete second order Cauchy problems arising from linear elastic systems Ž w x . with dissipation cf. 1, 2, 4, 6 .
Notation. We will denote by L E the space of all continuous linear Ž . maps from E to E. numbers, the nonnegative real numbers, the complex plane, respectively. E-¨alued functions, satisfying Ž .
Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Therefore, using 2.3 , 2.4 , 2.6 , and Holder's inequality, we havë ² :
Ž . Moreover, it follows from 2.1 that
Thus, by virtue of the inversion formula of Fourier transforms, we obtain
This combined with Cauchy's formula yields that for each t ) 0, Ž .
The proof is then complete.
The following is a general criterion for existence and uniqueness of Ž . w x solutions of ACP , from 7 with a slight generalization. Proof. Set, for Re ) y␦,
2 j Ž . Then by 2.8 and the identity n k
In the sequel, we will use 2.15 freely. By hypothesis, P A u is p k Ä 4 bounded in g C; Re ) y␦ . Therefore, we have that
2.17 Ž .
and j q p y k F l;
Ž . since by 2.13 ,
2.20 Ž .
2.21
Ž . 
, and there exists ␣ ) 0 such that
1
Ž . Ž . Then for e¨ery u , u g D A , the Cauchy problem ACP has a unique
for some ␦ ) 0.
: ² : ² :
that is, A A is dissipative. Moreover, it is not difficult to verify that A A is Ä 4 Ž . densely defined, and for each g g C; Re ) 0 , g A A and
Therefore there exists ) 0 such 0 10 0
g L E and 0 0 1 0
Ž . Next, we have by 2.22 that for each g C with Re G 0,
0 which implies that P is injective, and
which implies that P is injective, and similar argument shows that for Re G y , P U is also injective. Then, P is surjective for Re G y . Summing up the above observations, we conclude that for Re G y , P is invertible and
Ä 4 Furthermore, note that for any , g g C; Re ) y , Ž . Ž . 
